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Abstract-In this work we have studied the effect of post quench ageing on the martensitic
transformation in a monocrystalline Cu-13,7A1-5Ni (wt.%) shape memory alloy. Internal friction
and modulus change have been measured by an inverted torsion pendulum operating at 1 Hz for
different ageing times. The results show a shift of the heating and cooling internal friction peaks
towards high temperatures with the increase of the ageing time at 473 K. On the other hand, the
quenched sample shows only one sharp peak on heating and cooling runs with low hysteresis
transformation. Nevertheless, two separated internal friction peaks appears on heating as ageing
time increases-The results can be attributed to a change in the thermalIy formed martensite from
pi' in the quenched sample to a mixture of Pi' and yl' in the aged sample.

1. INTRODUCTION

In Cu-Al-Ni shape memory alloys the crystal structure of thermally induced martensite phases varies
with the alloy composition (1). There is a composition range in wich two martensites, Pi' and ?l', coexist
for different thermal treatments (2, 3). On the other hand it has been found that crystal structures of
martensite phases change with heat treatment for a given composition, either varying the quenching rate (4)
or ageing at different temperatures (5). But there is very few studies about the evolution with ageing of the
transformation sequence of the pi' and yl' marensites. In fact, the only work in our knowledgement that
studies the kinetic of the transition between pi' and yl'martensites has been done for short ageing time
(about 2 hours) (5). Nevertheless the study of this evolution between PI' and Yl' martensites for very long
ageing time is an important aspect, from a technological point of vew, in order to obtain a good and reliable
behaviour of these alloys until 473 K (6).
In this work we have studied the effect of post quench ageing at 473 K on a monocrystalline Cu-13,7
A1-5 Ni (wt %) shape memory alloy that undergoes a thermally induced double Pi' and ?l', martensitic
transformation. We have used the internal friction techniques to carry out this work, because these
techniques have shown to be very useful to study the martensitic transformation in shape memory alloys
(7,8,9). Besides the internal friction integral allows us to follow the transformed volume fraction evolution
transition that has not been studied up today.
during the @1'-~1'
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Monocrystalline samples of a Cu-Al-Ni alloy with a nominal composition Cu-13,7 AI-5 Ni mass %
have been used. T o carry out the measurements, 0.85*5*50 mm samples were cut using a low speed
diamond saw. In order to retain the P phase, they were annealed at 1173 K during 30 minutes and
quenched into water at 363 K.
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Simultaneous internal friction, modulus and microdeformation measurements have been carried out in
an inverted torsion pendulum operating at 1 Hz in a temperature range between 80 K and 750 K (10). A
heating rate of 6 0 ~ * h - and
l an oscillation amplitude of &,=2* 10-5have been used for the measurements.
The samples have not been dismounted when studying the transformation evolution with post quench heat
treatment. In situ ageing has been carried out in the pendulum.
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Fig. 1. Measurements during heating and
cooling run for the sample in the quenched
state. (a) and (b) show the internal friction
spectra and the corresponding modulus
measurements. The integral curve of the
internal friction spectra is shown in (c).
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Fig. 2. Measurements during heating and
cooling run for the sample aged 20 hours at
473 K. (a) and (b) show the internal friction
spectra and the corresponding modulus
measurements, The integral curve of the
internal friction spectra is shown in (c).

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. l-a and fig. l-b show the internal friction spectra and the corresponding modulus measurements
for the quenched state. The integral curve of internal friction is shown in fig. l-c. The integral curves are
normalized separately for each run in temperature, either cooling or heating. The internal friction curve
shows only a peak for both the direct and reverse transformation. Equally, there is only a fall in modulus
during the martensitic transformation and the integral curve shows only a stage.
The same curves for the sample aged 20 hours at 473 K can be seen in fig. 2-a-b-c respectively. The
internal friction spectrum, fig 2-a, shows only a peak during the direct transformation but two separated
peaks during the reverse transformation. On the other hand, the modulus measurement fig 2-b shows two
consecutive falls during direct transformation. In the reverse transfomation these two falls appear separated
in temperature. We can see two different stages during the martensitic transformation (P1 for the low
temperature peak and P2 for the high temperature peak) that overlap during the direct transformation and
that are separated during the reverse transformation. The integral curve of the internal friction spectrum for
the sample aged at 473 K, fig 2-c, shows clearly this difference in hysteresis for the two peaks.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the internal friction spectra with the ageing time for the direct
transformation (a), and the reverse transformation (b).
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Fig. 3 shows the evolution of internal friction spectra with the ageing time for the direct
transformation, fig. 3-a, and the reverse transformation, fig. 3-b. There is a general increase in the peak
temperatures with the ageing time. On the other hand, the height of the high temperature P2 peak increases
with treatment, in contrast with the decrease of the height of P1 peak. There is a high level of internal
friction between the two peaks during the reverse transformation wich must indicate that transformation
does not stop. The P1 peak shows a low experimental dispersion, opposite to the behaviour of the P2 peak
that shows a high dispersion in measurement. This fact indicates a smooth and continous character for the
low temperature transformation and a jerky behaviour of the high temperature transformation.
Fig. 4-a shows the evolution with ageing time of characteristic temperatures Asl and Mfl of the low
temperature transformation. The temperatures Af2 and Ms2 associated to the high temperature
transformation are shown in fig. 4-b. These temperatures have been obtained from the integral curves of the
internal friction spectra. In all the cases there is a change in transformation temperatures that after an hour of
ageing begin to increase with the treatment time. The evolution of the two transformation hysteresis is
obtained from the expressions H1=Asl - M f and H2=Af2-Ms2. The hysteresis increases at the same rate for
both transformations with the ageing time, fig. 5.
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Fig 4-a. Evolution of characteristic temperatures Asl and Mfl with ageing time. The
temperatures for the quenched state are
indicated by arrows.
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Fig 4-b. Evolution of characteristic temperatures Af2 and MS2 with ageing time. The
temperatures for the quenched state are
indicated by arrows.

4. DISCUSSION
and "f thermally induced.
This alloy shows a double transformation of two martensitic phases
The low temperature P1 peak shows the characteristics of a P-Pf1 transformation: low hysteresis (= 10°C)
and a smooth behaviour. On the contrary, the high temperature P;! peak shows a higer hysteresis (= 300C)
and a jerky behaviour characteristic of a P-y'l transformation.
During cooling both transformations are produced successivelly but almost simultaneously, arising
only one internal friction peak independently of the ageing time at 473 K ( fig. l-a and fig. 2-a ). During
heating, the different hysteresis of both kind of transformations p p ' l and p-y'l produces a splitting of the
and Vl-P ( fig. 2-a ). Nevertheless we
internal friction peaks during the reverse transformations
have to point out that the modulus curve in fig. 2-b and the integral curve in fig. 2-c measured during
' transformations.
cooling show two clearly different stages that we can attribute to P-yl and eP1
In fact, this splitting of the internal friction peaks and the double behaviour of the transformation is
developped more and more with the increase of the ageing time, fig. 3. The evolution of the internal friction
peaks plotted in fig. 3-b allows us to conclude that the ageing treatment at 473 K produces an increase of
the volume fraction of the transformed r l phase. Indeed, we observe an evolution from a transformation
PI1-P

mainly of a
and p P ' 1 at the end of
kind in the quenched sample to a mixed transformation of
the 20 hours at 473 K treatment ( fig. 3-b ).
The increase of the transformation temperatures with ageing time could be attributed in a first
approach to two kind of processes:
a) The precipitation of the stable Y2 phase.
b) An ordering process of the metastables phases.
A precipitation process of the Y2 phase should produce a poorer matrix in A1 and consequently an
increase of the transformation temperatures. Nevertheless, in the Cu-A1 alloys (1 1) and in the Cu-Al-Ni
alloys (12) the thermally induced martensites are produced in a a',p, 'f sequential order with the increase
of the aluminium concentration. Consequently, a matrix more and more poor in aluminium should promote
the formation of p' martensite in contradiction with the experimental results.
Besides, the internal friction peaks area is associated to the transformed volume fraction (13) and in
our case, the integral of the internal friction spectra obtained during the reverse transformation in the
quenched sample and after 20 hours ageing at 473 K shows almost the same value within an error of 5%.
This result means that we have not a decrease of the total transformed fraction and is not in agreement with
the presence of the precipitated Y2 phase, required to shift the transformation temperatures.
On the other hand, an ordering process should increase the transformation temperatures if some
stabilization of the martensites is produced. In this case, in the Cu-Al-Ni alloys the 2H structure (yl') will
be more easily stabilized than the 18R structure (P1') (4). So, the evolution of transformation temperatures
could be attributed in our case to an ordering process.
With the ageing time a quicker increase of the Mf2 and As2 than the Msl and Afl temperatures
produces a widening of the temperature interval between both transformation peaks such as can be observed
from the internal friction spectra. This result is in agreement with an ordering process that favours an earlier
nucleation of the y l ' phase with ageing. This way a higher volume fraction of Yl' is transformed before the
start of the p'l nucleation and as a consequence the peak area associated to the Y1 transformation increases
with the ageing time, while the peak area associated to the pi transformation decreases.
Also, the fact that the nucleation and the further transformation of the P'1, takes place in a matrix with
should modifie the elastic term of the
a complex stress field due to the previously transformed
transformation and consequently the hysteresis of the transformation. Indeed, the high level of the internal
friction for the longer ageing times, when both peaks become very separated, indicates that even in this case
the yy'l-P transformation starts before that the P'l-P transformation finishes. This behaviour strengthens the
idea of a complex stress field having locally equilibrium conditions.
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Fig. 5. Influence of ageing time on the
hysteresis transformation HI and H2.
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Fig. 6. Evolution of volume fraction (f,)
of pfl phase with ageing time, normalized
from the quenched state.
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Obviously, the presence of a mixed Y1 and P'1 transformation produces a loss of thermoe1asticity
due to a more difficult autoaccommodation of the different kinds of martensite and justify the increase of the
hysteresis (fig.5) as well as some irreversibility of the transformation. This irreversibility has also been
observed by several authors (14) and atmbuted to the retained phase (15) and to the plastic deformation
produced during the mixed transfonnation (16).
Nevertheless, we have to remark that initially we start with a sample that after quenching undergoes a
simple P-P'l transformation showing only an internal friction P1 peak. Along ageing a decrease of the
phase is observed (fig 6 ) from the evolution of the P1 peak area
volume fraction ( f,) of the transformed
that is counterbalanced by an increase of the transformed 7'1 phase. This way, the behaviour of the
transformation evolves with ageing from a simple P-Pi1 transformation towards a mixed P-P'i plus P-y'i
transformation.
If we take the temperature To2=1/2*(Ms2+Af2) (17) for the P-y'i transformation, that is developed
with ageing, we observe that To2 increases with the ageing time (fig. 4-b). This means that along ageing the
shifting of the whole hysteresis cycle should be linked to a process of chemical origin, like the proposed
ordering.

P

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that in the concentration range in which both kind of martensites PI' and Y1' can
coexist, a long time evolution between both martensites takes place during ageing at 473 K. The volume
fraction of both martensites evolves along ageing for a time longuer than 105 seconds, modifiying the
behaviour of the alloy during the martensitic transformation.
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